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 S M A R T  /  T R U E

NEXT

EDITORIALEDITORIAL

The world is going digital. Furni-

ture is becoming more intelligent. 

Take Spectral smart furniture. 

Timeless good looks and future-

proof design. Plus in-built 

connectivity – for smartphones, 

tablets and more. And it’s packed 

full of ideas that cleverly combine 

the best of form and function – 

such as wireless charging of your 

mobile devices, neat-and-tidy 

cable management, and concea-

led sound systems. It looks great, 

and it sounds even better. 

Now the time has come for 

Spectral’s next furniture 

collection. It’s called Next, and 

it’s inspired by big-city lifestyles. 

It’s about excitement, choice 

and innovation. It’s about elegant 

simplicity, modular versatility, 

and personal taste. From a 

simple stand-alone sideboard 

or TV unit, to a complete wall of 

sleek storage for all your music 

and video equipment. Style 

meets streaming.

Other furniture brands have 

offshored production to the Far 

East. Spectral is very much made 

in Germany. Using materials,

hinges, dampers and other 

components of the very highest 

quality. Including, for example,

docking cradles and other 

connectors made from a single 

piece of aluminium – and then 

polished and sealed. Because 

quality is about attention to detail. 
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G O O D  M O R N I N G ,

BERLIN
WHAT’S NEXT?

EDITORIALEDITORIAL

BERLIN, the night is over.

But the city continues to buzz. A new day

dawns: full of surprises, excitement and

endless possibilities. This is a metropolis

of music. With an atmosphere of infectious

creativity. Thousands of sights and sounds

to be captured on your smartphone. To be

shared. To be facebooked. To be streamed. 

“Every city has its own distinct rhythm.

We’re really into Berlin’s.”

“BERLIN – 
COSMOPOLITAN, CRAZY, 

UNCONVENTIONAL. 
A SOURCE 

OF NEW IDEAS.”
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LIVING
YOUR
ROOM

  NXP 04 

„WHERE DIGITAL  
NATIVES 

FEEL AT HOME.“

LIVING YOUR ROOMLIVING YOUR ROOM

At home, the beat goes on. That song you just

heard, the photos you took, the videos you shot.

They can be uploaded to your Next in an instant,

via Bluetooth or WiFi. Next turns your living room 

into rock concert venue, an immersive cinema,

a multimedia extravaganza – a feel-good place

all of your own.

An interior of sleek, minimalistic design.

With all the audio and video you love.

Minus the cables and clutter you loath.

And all managed via a single remote control.

“THERE’S A WORLD 
OF DIFFERENCE 

BETWEEN 
CREATIVE CHAOS 
AND PLAIN-AND-

SIMPLE MESS.”
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N O  S P E A K E R S

N O  C O M P R O M I S E S

NO CABLES
SPECTRAL

SMART
CONTROL 

  NXP 12

SMART HOMESMART HOME

“GIVE ME SMART 
CONTROL NOT 

REMOTE CONTROL.”

“WHAT DO WE
GET UP TO

WHEN WE’RE
NOT MAKING

MUSIC OURSELVES? 

WE STREAM IT.”

GET RID OF THE CABLES. 
GET INTO THE SOUND.

Our integrated virtual surround sound systems

turn movies into total audio-visual experience.

The mess and the metal are all hidden away.

And the result is a delight for sore ears.

STREAMING VIA
BLUETOOTH 4.0 
OR WIFI.

We all prefer our entertainment

hassle-free. With Next, that’s what

you get. Sit back, relax, and stream 

your music, photos and videos

on your TV – via your media player,

using Bluetooth 4.0 or WiFi.

SOUND SYSTEM

PIVOTING
T V-MOUNT

SMART CONNECTIVIT Y

NO CABLES
LYING AROUND

A single remote control for pretty much all

your kit. Check out page 23 for more details. 

Download from
Apple Store – for free.

Cables, speakers, sockets and ports. They don’t 

exactly enhance the appearance of your furniture, 

right? So Next places them out of sight. Oh, and

you can put away your remote controls, too.

Instead, you get Spectral smart control. This is

a dynamic duo: an app and our Bluetooth/IR Link 

system. Together, they give you intuitive control

of almost any audio or video device via your

smartphone or tablet – wirelessly, effortlessly. 
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T O  S M A R T
CONNECT

DESIGN

PLUG
AND PLAY

HAVE A
CLOSER LOOK.

1 + 2 + 3
SLOT 1 SLOT 2 SLOT 3

  NXP 11

A HOME THAT ROCKS

NEW
SMART FEATURE

SMART CONNECTIVITYSMART CONNECTIVITY

Smart Charge Smart Dock

SLOT 1: SMART CHARGE OR SMART DOCK

SLOT 2 ASND 3: MODULES

Module 1:
1x USB 2.0 | 1x HDMI

Module 4:
1x HDMI  
1x Audio Jack 3,5 mm

Module 2:
1x USB 2.0  
1x Audio Jack 3,5 mm

Module 5:
2x HDMI

Module 3:
2x USB 2.0

Module 6:
Supplying power to other 
devices, such as a
decorative lamp. Available 
with UK three-pin socket.

It’s real handy to have a variety of ports and sockets. 

But with Next, they’re not in-your-face, they’re

out-of-sight. Thanks to our smart connectivity unit: 

three versatile slots concealed behind a small but 

attractive upright panel. Slot 1 is for smart docking

or smart charging your mobile devices.

“PLUG AND PLAY. 
WITH SMART 

CONNECTIVITY.” 

Slots 2 and 3 can be fitted with one of six modules – 

each offering a combination of USB, HDMI or audio 

jack, or a power socket. And smart connectivity is

not just good for getting your geek on, it’s also easy

on the eye.

WIRELESS CHARGING WITH
SMART CHARGE.

Induction is the name of the game. Just place your 

smartphone on top of the smart charging module, 

and the battery will re-energise all on its own –

fully automatically. The module can be installed in 

the smart connectivity feature or directly into the 

top panel. The innovative charging method is based 

on the popular Qi standard defined by the Wireless 

Power Consortium – which all the leading mobile 

device manufacturers belong to. The smart charge 

feature also includes a USB port for conventional 

wired charging of your smartphones and tablets.

THAT’S NEAT!
 

There are plenty of neat features, such as

discreet openings for power cables for easy

connection of lights and illuminated decorations.

UPGRADE YOUR FURNITURE

The smart connectivity unit can be removed

in a moment, and replaced, upgraded or fitted 

with the sockets or connectors of your choice.

QUICK-AND-EASY
CHARGING WITH THE 
SMART DOCK.

The docking cradle and cabling can be installed 

in the smart connectivity unit via a small opening. 

Your iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch can be simply 

plugged in and charged. There is a universal dock 

for all devices with Lightning. What’s more, it’s 

future-proof: the whole caboodle can be replaced 

and updated in line with the latest smartphone 

generation – quickly and simply. No hassle.

Discreet opening 
for power cables.

They’re easily accessible.
But only visible when you’re 

standing right in front of them. 
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 MAKE YOUR 
NEXT MOVE

  NXP 18

  NXP 17

160 cm

140 cm

  NXP 10

No matter where you put it, Next is always a 

style  statement: flush with your floor, mounted 

to your wall, or raised on a foot frame. Smart 

furniture  adapts to your needs, your place, your 

way. Not the other way round. Next gives you 

that flexibility because it’s modular. And offers 

you choice – in terms of dimensions, colours 

and materials. It’s easy to install and mount, 

and it’s easy to modify.

Mounted to the wall

Thanks to the concealed wall mount, Next 

furniture simply floats – no matter how 

big or small it is. And it can be installed at

any height you want. 

On a foot frame  

made of powder-coated steel so slender it

makes your furniture appear to hover in thin

air. And the feet can be adjusted to account

for uneven flooring.

MAKE IT PERSONAL. 
AND CHANGE IT,
AS YOUR LIFE CHANGES.

Floor-standing

with height-adjustable feet.

CHOOSE THE
WIDTH THAT
SUITS YOU AND
YOUR HOME.

Made-to-measure width: upon 

request, we can shave off as many 

millimetres as you want from your 

Next furniture – up to a maximum 

of 20 cm (10 cm on each side, to be 

precise – which we are).

The width of your Next 
furniture can be trimmed 
by up to 20 cm – and to 
within the millimetre.

SET IT UP, PLUG IT IN,
AND AWAY YOU GO.

Nowadays, we all need flexibility. You might

be living in Berlin today, but London next

week. Next furniture is ideal for modern-day

peripatetic people. It moves with you –

real easy. Just set it up, plug it in, and

you’re done. No need to hire an army of

professional helpers.

TAILORED TO YOUR LIFETAILORED TO YOUR LIFE

„YOUR PLACE,
YOUR LIFE,
YOUR NEXT.“
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LOUD
AND CLEAR

  NXP 15

WITH VIRTUAL SURROUND 
SOUND, LESS
IS DEFINITELY MORE.

You don’t need five speakers to generate authentic 

virtual surround sound. With Spectral systems,

the left-hand and right-hand speakers, plus

subwoofer, are housed within a single unit.

And DTS® TruSurround technology means you

don’t need walls or other reflective surfaces.

SOUNDBAR- 
MOUNT

An inside job: the soundbar 

mount is compatible with all

leading sound systems, such

as Sonos, Samsung, Bose and 

many others. It is the ideal way

to squirrel away your favourite

kit, and keep the interior of your 

Next furniture as neat and tidy

as the exterior. Just slot it in

place, and pump up the volume!

Virtual surround sound with SCA3

Virtual surround sound with BRA2

YOU CAN’T SEE THEM.
BUT YOU SURE
CAN HEAR THEM!

Beautiful sound from equipment concealed

behind beautiful fabric. Spectral sound systems

are manufactured by Canton, Germany’s leading 

loudspeaker brand. They feature an integrated

subwoofer and a digital surround receiver.

For immersive virtual surround sound or pitch-

perfect stereo. Plus a Bluetooth 4.0 interface

for wireless streaming.

 No loudspeakers cluttering up your home
 No cables lying around
 Integrated Bluetooth 4.0 interface for wireless music streaming
 Integrated subwoofer and amplifier 
 Controlled using your usual TV remote
 Or via a Spectral smart control device
 Furniture can be placed anywhere you want
 Digital amplifier means no unwanted, unpleasant heat
 All components seamlessly compatible
 BRA2 comes additionally with HDMI interface

“THE BEST
REMOTE CONTROL 

IS THE ONE YOU 
ALREADY HAVE.”

Our sound systems learn

to understand your

remote control’s signals.

SPECTRAL SOUND SYSTEMS:
LISTEN UP!

THE
BENEFITS:

SOUND SYSTEMS & VIRTUAL SURROUND SOUNDSOUND SYSTEMS & VIRTUAL SURROUND SOUND

„ENJOY 
THE BEAUTY 
OF SOUND.“
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F R O M
W A L L

T O
W A L L SMART 

CONNECTIVIT Y

PUSH-TO-OPEN

SOUND SYSTEM

TV
MOUNT

  NXP 07   NXP 14 

SOFT-TOUCH

This collection of furniture adds 

pizzazz to your entire home: your 

living room, your dining room, 

your bedroom, any room. Get 

yourself a sideboard, a TV unit,

or a complete wall.

Incorporating all your music and 

video equipment, or not, just as 

you want. It all matches, it’s all 

seamlessly compatible. Five basic 

colours. Four wood-effect surfaces. 

Three fabric fronts. And many,

many ways to combine them. 

“NEXT CAN BE
VERY MORE-ISH.”

PICK-AND-MIX COMBINATIONSPICK-AND-MIX COMBINATIONS
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EASY ON 
THE EAR  
EASY ON  
THE EYE.

  NXP 02

,

MOVIES, YES.
CABLES, NO.

The polished aluminium

mount allows your TV screen

to float on air – and swivel

to left and right, for a great

view of the action, no matter

where you’re sitting. The

cables are concealed inside. 

PIVOTING
UNIVERSAL T V-MOUNT

INTELLIGENT
CABLE MANAGEMENT.

Next makes your cables disappear. With ports,

sockets and openings in all the right places.

Optionally available with a cable duct. And with 

smart charge and smart dock technologies, there 

won’t even be cable clutter when charging life’s

essential devices, including iPhone, iPod and iPad.

CABLE MANAGEMENT & TV MOUNTCABLE MANAGEMENT & TV MOUNT

FREE 
YOUR 
TV!
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W I T H
PLAY

ME

5.

3.1.

4.

2.

6.

SNG SNOW GW GREY WHITE PE PEBBLE GN GRANITE BG BLACK

LO LIGHT OAK NO NATURAL OAK DP DEEP OAK UC URBAN CHERRY

SF SILVER CF CARBON BF BLACK

  NXP 01

  NXP 05

1. Push-to-open:

All flaps, doors and drawers

are handle-free, with a

push-to-open mechanism.

2. Hinges and gas dampers:

High-quality hinges and gas

dampers enable flaps to gently 

open upwards or downwards.

3. Drawers:

All drawers feature a soft-

closing mechanism for the

quite-and-gentle touch.

SMART COLOURS FOR 
SMART FURNITURE.

4. Laser edging:

All surfaces come with a precisely 

made, impact-resistant laser 

edge. The finish is durable, easy 

to clean, sleek in appearance, 

and hard-wearing.

5. Soft-touch finish:

Elegant soft-touch finishes for

all basic colours.

6. Fabric fronts:

Fabric fronts are available in a 

choice of three colours: silver, 

carbon and black.

NEXT DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

Next smart furniture is designed for today –

and tomorrow. And made in Germany, to 

the very highest standards. And Germans 

do like attention to detail: carefully selected 

materials, laser edging, soft-touch finish. 

Hard-wearing, easy-care wood-effect 

textured surfaces. Smooth-acting push-

to-close and soft-close mechanisms. All in 

all, Next furniture is a joy to own, use and 

behold. A long-lasting joy. Delivered to your 

door in next-to-no time.

A Next lowboard is an open 

invitation to get creative. There’s 

a choice of colours and materials, 

two depths and three heights. 

They can be stacked or placed 

next to each other. On the floor, 

on the wall, or raised on a foot 

MAKE IT YOUR LOWBOARD.

frame. With flaps, with drawers, 

doors, top panels, closed and 

open wall units, and shelves. 

With a Spectral sound system, 

smart connectivity or neither. 

Each combination is personal. 

And each combination looks good.

Lowboard
with flap

Lowboard
with flap

Lowboard
with flap

Lowboard
with drawer

Lowboard
with drawer

Top panel

Top panelTop unit
with Smart Connectivity

Foot frame

CONFIGURE YOUR OWN FURNITURE CONFIGURE YOUR OWN FURNITURE 

YOUR NEXT
ITEM OF
FURNITURE?
NEXT!
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SPECTRAL
SMART

CONTROL 

N E X T  I N

DE TAIL

NEXT
SPECTRAL.EU

MADE IN GERMANY

  NXP 12

Aluminium column
with cables in interior

Pivoting universal
TV mount 

Lowboard with flap
or drawer

Wall unit with
optional interior lighting 

High-quality and resilient
soft-touch finish

Hard-wearing wood-effect surfaces
with textured grain

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK:

SMART FURNITURE.

They’re called smart for a reason. And they’re

worth a closer look. After all, the new Next

collection is more than just a pretty face. Next is

packed full of good ideas, combining form and

function to perfection – including wireless charging

of mobile devices, intelligent cable management

and concealed sound systems. And all controllable

via a single remote.

THE DELIGHT
IS IN THE DETAIL.

Only the very finest materials, hinges and

dampers are used in manufacture. All dock

cradles are made from a single piece of

polished and sealed aluminium. And all of

it made in Germany to exacting standards

with state-of-the-art production systems in

the Spectral smart factory.  

Intelligent cable management

TV MOUNT.

Pivoting TV mount in aluminium. Cables

pass through the inside, out of sight. Plus

it’s compatible with all TVs via the optional

SPMMOVIE and SPMEX1 adapters. 

SUBWOOFER OPENING.
 

A downfire subwoofer opening is optionally 

available in the furniture base. 

SOUNDBAR MOUNT.
 

Mount is suitable for all leading soundbar brands, 

e.g. Sonos, Bose, Samsung and many others.

CABLE ORGANISER.
 

All cables can be secured and routed so that  

they fulfil their purpose but don’t get in the way. 

That means less mess and more space. 

SCA3 and BRA2 virtual surround sound systems with integrated subwoofer, neatly incorporated into your 

Next furniture – and you can operate them with your existing TV remote or with your smart control app.

WATT WATT

SCA3

WITH BLUETOOTH 4.0

BRA2

WITH BLUETOOTH 4.0 AND HDMI

The set, comprised of an app and a Bluetooth

IR link system, allows you control pretty much 

all your AV equipment via your iPhone, iPod 

or iPad – without opening any flaps, doors or 

panels. It turns your mobile device into a

fully-fledged universal remote control.

SMART DOCKS.
 

Just plug them in, and let them charge. And music, 

photos and videos can be uploaded to the sound 

system or TV directly from your mobile device.

SMART CONNECTIVITY.
 

As you can see, there’s not much to see. 

You need to look real close to notice the 

smart connectivity slots and sockets.

SMART CHARGE.
 

Simply place your smartphone on the smart 

charge feature and charge it by induction.

OVERVIEW OF SMART FEATURESOVERVIEW OF SMART FEATURES

SMART
FEATURES FOR
YOUR SMART
LIFESTYLE.

BOOOOOM!

Outstanding quality thanks to
state-of-the-art manufacturing technology. 

Furniture made in a smart factory.
Furniture made in Germany. 

Lowboard with
sound system integration
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SCA3 / BRA2

OVERVIEW
01. LOWBOARDS

CHECKLIST
FOR PLANING
+  choose installation type

+  choose lowboards

+  choose top units / top panels

+  choose wall units

+  choose accessories 

+  choose surfaces/colours

height-adjustable  
feet H=2,5 cm

top panel H=1,2 cm

height-adjustable 
foot frame H=18,5 cm

Next lowboards are supplied with feet as standard. 

Alternatively, you can opt for a foot frame or wall 

mount. In addition, you need to select a top panel 

or top unit for your lowboard.

wall mounted,
at any height

LOWBOARDS WITH FLAP

LOWBOARDS WITH DRAWER

Lowboards with flaps provide storage and are ideal for consumer electro-

nics, such as Blu-ray players or satellite receivers. There are openings in 

the back for easy cable routing. Available in two depths: 38 cm and 48 cm. 

Top panel required, see page 27.

Options for a height of 32 cm:

+  TV mount

+   cable recess 

in top panel  

+  subwoofer opening

+  Smart Charge

+  cable duct

+  shelf

+  wall mount

Options for a height of 16 cm:

+   cable recess 

in top panel  

+  Smart Charge

+  wall mount *

* Wall mounting of elements with a height of 16 cm is only possible where multiple elements are placed on top of each other 

Lowboards with drawers are available in two depths: 38 cm and 48 cm. 

Top panel required, see page 27.

Options for a height of 32 cm:

+  TV mount

+   cable recess 

in top panel 

+  Smart Charge

+  shelf

+  wall mount

Options for a height of 16 cm:

+   cable recess 

in top panel

+  Smart Charge

+  wall mount *

NX1001 NX5001 NX1004 NX5004 NX1006 NX5006

W x H x D (cm) 60 x 16 x 38 60 x 16 x 48 120 x 16 x 38 120 x 16 x 48 160 x 16 x 38 160 x 16 x 48

inside dimension 56 x 12 x 33 56 x 12 x 43 2 x  57 x 12 x 33 2 x  57 x 12 x 43 3 x  50,5 x 12 x 33 3 x  50,5 x 12 x 43

NX1101 NX5101 NX1104 NX5104 NX1106 NX5106 NX1108 NX5108

W x H x D (cm) 60 x 32 x 38 60 x 32 x 48 120 x 32 x 38 120 x 32 x 48 160 x 32 x 38 160 x 32 x 48 200 x 32 x 38 200 x 32 x 48

inside dimension 56 x 28 x 33 56 x 28 x 43 2 x  57 x 28 x 33 2 x  57 x 28 x 43 3 x  50,5 x 28 x 33 3 x  50,5 x 28 x 43 4 x  47,5 x 28 x 33 4 x  47,5 x 28 x 43

NX1201 NX5201 NX1204 NX5204 NX1301 NX5301 NX1304 NX5304

W x H x D (cm) 60 x 16 x 38 60 x 16 x 48 120 x 16 x 38 120 x 16 x 48 60 x 32 x 38 60 x 32 x 48 120 x 32 x 38 120 x 32 x 48

inside dimension 52 x 7,5 x 27,5 52 x 7,5 x 27,5 112 x 5 x 27,5 112 x 5 x 27,5 52 x 23,5 x 27,5 52 x 23,5 x 27,5 112 x 21 x 27,5 112 x 21 x 27,5

LOWBOARDS WITH DOORS
Lowboards with doors are available in two depths: 38 cm and 48 cm. 

Top panel required, see page 27.

Options:

+   cable recess 

in top panel 

+  Smart Charge

+  subwoofer opening

+  shelf

+  wall mount

NX1401 NX5401 NX1404 NX5404

W x H x D (cm) 60 x 48 x 38 60 x 48 x 48 120 x 48 x 38 120 x 48 x 48

inside dimension 56 x 44 x 33 56 x 44 x 43 2 x  57 x 44 x 33 2 x  57 x 44 x 43

LOWBOARDS WITH SOUND SYSTEM

LOWBOARDS FOR SOUNDBAR INTEGRATION

Lowboards for Spectral sound system SCA3 or BRA2 plus two consumer electronics products, such 

as a Blu-ray player and a satellite receiver. Only available in conjunction with SCA3 or BRA2. There are 

openings in the back for easy cable routing. Top panel required, see page 27.

Lowboards for soundbars, subwoofers and consumer electronics products, e.g. Blu-ray players 

or satellite receivers. Subwoofer opening in base, either on right or left, as requested. There are 

openings in the back for easy cable routing. Top panel required, see page 27.

BR A2 sound system SCA3 sound system 05. SOUND SYSTEMS: 
More Informations on p. 29

Options:

+  TV mount

+   cable recess 

in top panel 

+  Smart Charge

+  wall mount

Optionen:

+  TV mount

+   cable recess 

in top panel 

+  subwoofer opening

+  Smart Charge

+  cable duct

+  shelf

+  wall mount

NX5504 NX5505 NX5506 NX5508

W x H x D (cm) 120 x 32 x 48 140 x 32 x 48 160 x 32 x 48 200 x 32 x 48

inside dimension a 47,5 x 28 x 43

inside dimension b  
behind Soundbar 57 x 28 x 33 67 x 28 x 33 50,5 x 28 x 33 47,5 x 28 x 33

inside dimension c  
under Soundbar 57 x 11,5 x 43 67 x 11,5 x 43 50,5 x 11,5 x 43 47,5 x 11,5 x 43

max. dimension 
soundbar 110 x 14,5 x 9,5 130 x 14,5 x 9,5 150 x 14,5 x 9,5 91 x 14,5 x 9,5

NX5604 NX5605 NX5606 NX5608

W x H x D (cm) 120 x 32 x 48 140 x 32 x 48 160 x 32 x 48 200 x 32 x 48

inside dimension a 10,5 x 28 x 43 20,5 x 28 x 43 30,5 x 28 x 43 47,5 x 28 x 43

inside dimension b 44,3 x 10,5 x 43 44,3 x 10,5 x 43 44,3 x 10,5 x 43 47,5 x 10,5 x 43

space for  
subwoofer

space for  
consumer
electronics 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW PRODUCT OVERVIEW

* Wall mounting of elements with a height of 16 cm is only possible where multiple elements are placed on top of each other 

INSTALLATION TYPE
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03. WALL UNITS
WALL UNITS WITH DOORS

TOP PANELS

Please choose preferred side for hinges (right or left). Wall mount is included. A top panel is optionally 

available where an element has a width of 60 cm or more (see above). Units of a height of 60 cm and 

100 cm are fitted with a reinforcement panel at their mid-way point. Units of a height of 60 cm and 

100 cm include a shelf. Units 120 cm in height include two shelves. Shelves are height-adjustable in 

steps of 3.2 cm.

Options:

+   additional shelve 

+  top panel

Top panels are required for lowboards,

and optionally available for wall units.

NX1701 NX1702 NX1703 NX1704 NX1705 NX1706

W x H x D (cm) 30 x 60 x 38 60 x 60 x 38 30 x 100 x 38 40 x 100 x 38 30 x 120 x 38 40 x 120 x 38

inside dimension 26 x 56 x 33 56 x 56 x 33 26 x 96 x 33 36 x 96 x 33 2x  26 x 57 x 33 2x  36 x 57 x 33

WALL UNITS WITH FLAP
Please choose: flap opening upwards or downwards. Wall mount is included. 

A top panel is optionally available (see above). Shelves are height-adjustable in steps of 3.2 cm.

Options:

+   additional shelve 

+  top panel

NX1804 NX1806

W x H x D (cm) 120 x 30 x 38 160 x 30 x 38

inside dimension 2 x  57 x 28 x 33 3x  50,5 x 28 x 33

NX2201 NX2204 NX2206 NX2207 NX2208 NX2209 NX2210 NX2211

60 x 1,2 x 38 120 x 1,2 x 38 160 x 1,2 x 38 180 x 1,2 x 38 200 x 1,2 x 38 220 x 1,2 x 38 240 x 1,2 x 38 260 x 1,2 x 38W x H x D (cm)

NX6201 NX6204 NX6205 NX6206 NX6207 NX6208 NX6209 NX6210 NX6211

60 x 1,2 x 48 120 x 1,2 x 48 140 x 1,2 x 48 160 x 1,2 x 48 180 x 1,2 x 48 200 x 1,2 x 48 220 x 1,2 x 48 240 x 1,2 x 48 260 x 1,2 x 48W x H x D (cm)

PRODUCT OVERVIEWPRODUCT OVERVIEW

02. TOP UNITS FOR LOWBOARDS
SMART CONNECTIVITY UNITS *

TOP UNITS *

Options:

+  Smart Dock 

+  Smart Charge 

+  Connectivity module 1 to 6

NX6141 NX6151 NX6161

W x H x D (cm) 60 x 17,2 x 48 60 x 17,2 x 48 60 x 17,2 x 48

Please choose the corresponding modules from page 28.

NX2144 NX6144 NX2154 NX6154 NX2164 NX6164

W x H x D (cm) 120 x 17,2 x 38 120 x 17,2 x 48 120 x 17,2 x 38 120 x 17,2 x 48 120 x 17,2 x 38 120 x 17,2 x 48

NX6111 NX6121 NX6131

W x H x D (cm) 60 x 17,2 x 48 60 x 17,2 x 48 60 x 17,2 x 48

NX2114 NX6114 NX2124 NX6124 NX2134 NX6134

W x H x D (cm) 120 x 17,2 x 38 120 x 17,2 x 48 120 x 17,2 x 38 120 x 17,2 x 48 120 x 17,2 x 38 120 x 17,2 x 48

NX2171 NX6171 NX2174 NX6174

W x H x D (cm) 60 x 17,2 x 38 60 x 17,2 x 48 120 x 17,2 x 38 120 x 17,2 x 48

inside dimension a 35,5 x 14,8 x 34,3 35,5 x 14,8 x 44,3 43 x 14,8 x 34,3 43 x 14,8 x 44,3

inside dimension b 20,5 x 14,8 x 34,3 20,5 x 14,8 x 44,3 18 x 14,8 x 34,3 18 x 14,8 x 44,3

inside dimension c 54 x 14,8 x 34,3 54 x 14,8 x 44,3

TOP SHELVES *

* These units are not available in black. 
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OPEN WALL UNITS *
The sides of open wall units are 1.2 cm thick. Shelves are firmly glued. 

Additional shelves are not possible. Wall mount is included.

NX2020 NX2021 NX2013 NX2023 NX2014 NX2024

W x H x D (cm) 30 x 30 x 38 30 x 60 x 38 20 x 100 x 38 30 x 100 x 38 20 x 120 x 38 30 x 120 x 38

Innenmaß a 27,5 x 27,5 x 34,3 27,5 x 18 x 34,3 17,5 x 43 x 34,3 27,5 x 43 x 34,3 17,5 x 43 x 34,3 27,5 x 43 x 34,3

Innenmaß b 27,5 x 38,3 x 34,3 17,5 x 18 x 34,3 27,5 x 18 x 34,3 17,5 x 18 x 34,3 27,5 x 18 x 34,3

Innenmaß c 17,5 x 34,1 x 34,3 27,5 x 34,1 x 34,3 17,5 x 54,1 x 34,3 27,5 x 54,1 x 34,3

NX2001 NX2004 NX2006

W x H x D (cm) 60 x 30 x 38 120 x 30 x 38 160 x 30 x 38

inside dimension a 28,1 x 27,5 x 34,3 43 x 27,5 x 34,3 43 x 27,5 x 34,3

inside dimension b 28,1 x 27,5 x 34,3 18 x 27,5 x 34,3 18 x 27,5 x 34,3

inside dimension c 54,1 x 27,5 x 34,3 43 x 27,5 x 34,3

inside dimension d 50 x 27,5 x 34,3

04. ACCESSORIES
foot frame up to 240 cm (depth of 48 cm) 

NX6304 for element W = 120 cm

NX6305 for element W = 140 cm

NX6306 for element W = 160 cm

NX6307 for element W = 180 cm

NX6308 for element W = 200 cm

NX6309 for element W = 220 cm

NX6310 for element W = 240 cm

foot frame up to 260 cm (depth of 48 cm)

NX6311 for element W = 260 cm

NX6312 for element W = 280 cm

NX6313 for element W = 300 cm

NX6314 for element W = 320 cm

NX6315 for element W = 340 cm

Smart Connectivity / Smart Charge

OPTION Next MODULE 1 (1x USB, 1x HDMI)

OPTION Next MODULE 2 (1x USB, 1x audio jack 3,5 mm)

OPTION Next MODULE 3 (2x USB)

OPTION Next MODULE 4 (1x HDMI, 1x audio jack  3,5 mm)

OPTION Next MODULE 5 (2x HDMI)

OPTION Next MODULE 6 (power socket EU or UK)

ZU1876
Docking Kit 26, Apple, iPhone/iPad, HDMI  
(for all Apple devices with lightning, except iPad4)

ZU1877 Docking Kit 27, Apple, iPad4, HDMI (2015)

ZU1974 Smart Charge Kit

ZU1930 Smart Charge Case Apple iPhone 5/5S

ZU1930 Smart Charge Case Apple iPhone 6/6S

ZU1930 Smart Charge Case Apple iPhone 6/6S Plus

TV / Smart Control

ZU1947 Spectral Smart Control

ZU1864 Spectral IR Blaster link system 

ZU1988 Apple TV 4 (32 GB)

cable management / mounts

NX9000 Next TV mount

NX9002 Next cable duct for element W = 60 – 160 cm

NX9003 Next cable duct for element W = 200 cm

OPTION cable recess

ZU1871 flat connector 1,5 m cable with safety clutch

SPMMOVIE universal adapter VESA 100x100 up to 600x400

SPMEX1 extension kit VESA 600x600

additional options

OPTION Next width trimming

OPTION lowboard wall mount W = 60

OPTION lowboard wall mount W = 120 – 200

OPTION subwoofer opening

OPTION Next fabric flap for elementes W = 60 – 160 cm

NXFBX additional shelf, please indicate product code

ZU1873 interieur lighting, LED lights with motion  sensor

ZU1874 USB charger for interieur lighting

NX2311 for element W = 260 cm

NX2312 for element W = 280 cm

NX2313 for element W = 300 cm

NX2314 for element W = 320 cm

NX2315 for element W = 340 cm

foot frame up to 260 cm (depth of 38 cm)

* These units are not available in black. 

foot frame up to 240 cm (depth of 38 cm)

NX2304 for element W = 120 cm

NX2305 for element W = 140 cm

NX2306 for element W = 160 cm

NX2307 for element W = 180 cm

NX2308 for element W = 200 cm

NX2309 for element W = 220 cm

NX2310 for element W = 240 cm

The SCA3 is the smallest of the sound systems. It delivers 

voluminous stereo sound with fantastic effects, clearly

understandable dialogue and a bass you can actually feel. 

The integrated Bluetooth 4.0 interface lets you stream

music from virtually any mobile device.

The BRA2 is Spectral’s bestseller. An enormously powerful 

sound and stable level surround sound system that can be 

perfectly configured even for acoustically difficult spaces thanks 

to an advanced signal processor. For those who really want 

a home entertainment system from a one-box solution in the 

living room, the BRA2 is the best alternative.

01 INPUTS / OUTPUTS

01.1 1x Coaxial (Digital) 

01.2 1x Cinch (Analog) 

01.3 1x Optical (Digital)  

01.4 1x Subwoofer output

02 BLUETOOTH 4.0 AUDIO STREAMING 

 For playing music stored on your smartphone.

03 IR SELF-LEARNING FEATURE 

 You can operate your sound system with your existing TV remote.

04 DIGITAL AUDIO DECODING 

 Dolby Digital

05 TECHNOLOGY 

 2.1 Virtual Surround System with integrated Subwoofer

06 PERFORMANCE 

 200 Watt

07 IR REMOTE INCLUDED

01 INPUTS / OUTPUTS

01.1 1x Coaxial (Digital) 

01.2 1x Cinch (Analog) 

01.3 1x Optical (Digital)  

01.4 1x Subwoofer output 

01.5 3x HDMI (+1x output / ARC)

02 BLUETOOTH 4.0 AUDIO STREAMING 

 For playing music stored on your smartphone.

03 IR SELF-LEARNING FEATURE 

 You can operate your sound system with your existing TV remote.

04 DIGITAL AUDIO DECODING 

 Dolby Digital, DTS, PCM 24bits / 96khz, TruSurround technology

05 TECHNOLOGY 

 2.1 Virtual Surround System with integrated Subwoofer

06 PERFORMANCE 

 300 Watt

07 IR REMOTE INCLUDED

SCA3 – BIG THINGS IN SMALL PACKAGES

BRA2 – THE BESTSELLER

05. SOUND SYSTEMS *
FOR LOWBOARDS WITH SOUND SYSTEM

OFFICIAL PARTNER

* Our sound systems are only available in conjunction with a Spectral lowboard. You will find our lowboards on page 25.

iPhone, iPod, iPad and Apple TV are registered trademarks of Apple, Inc.

Manufactured under license from Dolby Laboratories.
Dolby and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks 
of Dolby Laboratories.

For DTS patents, see http://patents.dts.com
Manufactured under license from DTS Licensing Limited.
DTS, the Symbol, & DTS and the Symbol together are registered trade-
marks,and DTS TruSurround is a trademark of DTS, Inc. © DTS, Inc.  
All Rights Reserved.

For DTS patents, see http://patents.dts.com
Manufactured under license from DTS Licensing Limited.
DTS, the Symbol, & DTS and the Symbol together are registered 
 trademarks of DTS, Inc. © DTS, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Bluetooth: The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered
trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks  
by Spectral is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are
those of their respective owners.

aptX: The aptX software is copyright CSR plc or its group companies.  
All rights reserved. The aptX mark and the aptX logo are trademarks of 
CSR plc or one of its group companies and may be registered in one or 
more jurisdictions.

HDMI®: The terms HDMI and HDMI High-Denition Multimedia Interface, 
and the HDMI Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of HDMI 
Licensing LLC in the United States and other countries.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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NEXT COMBINATIONS
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Next Combinations are Spectral-recommended

configurations. Colours, materials and electronic

components can be chosen in accordance with

your personal tastes.

CHOOSE YOUR COMBINATION. CHOOSE YOUR COLOUR. YOU’RE DONE.

PREDEFINED CONFIGURATIONSPREDEFINED CONFIGURATIONS

NXP 21 NXP 20

NXP 15

NXP 02

NXP 17

NXP 11

NXP 08

NXP 06

NXP 09

NXP 13

NXP 07

NXP 10

NXP 19NXP 18

NXP 16

NXP 12

NXP 14

NXP 01

NXP 05

NXP 03

NXP 04
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THE NEXT
LEVEL  

OF SMART  
FURNITURE
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Elegant sideboard with smart connectivity
and integrated power connections.

SPECTRAL AUDIO MÖBEL GMBH

Robert-Bosch-Straße 1–5 | 74385 Pleidelsheim | Germany

Fon +49 7144 88418-80 | Fax +49 7144 88418-40

info@spectral.eu | spectral.eu
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